Your investment in the
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spend more waking
hours than they do at
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DISCLAIMER
This book details the author’s personal experiences and opinions about
leadership.
The author and publisher are providing this book and its contents on an “as is”
basis and make no representations or warranties of any kind with respect to this
book or its contents. The author and publisher disclaim all such representations
and warranties, including for example warranties of merchantability and HR
advice for a particular purpose. In addition, the author and publisher do not
represent or warrant that the information accessible via this book is accurate,
complete or current.
The statements made about products and services have not been evaluated by
the U.S. government. Please consult with your own legal or HR professional
regarding the suggestions and recommendations made in this book.
Except as specifically stated in this book, neither the authors or publisher, nor any
authors, contributors, or other representatives will be liable for damages arising
out of or in connection with the use of this book. This is a comprehensive
limitation of liability that applies to all damages of any kind, including (without
limitation) compensatory; direct, indirect or consequential damages; loss of
data, income or profit; loss of or damage to property and claims of third parties.
You understand that this book is not intended as a substitute for consultation
with a licensed legal or human resources professional.
This book provides content related to leadership topics. As such, use of this book
implies your acceptance of this disclaimer.
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Prologue
As a college student at the University of
Dayton I serendipitously found my way in to an
experiential

learning

course

called

“Leadership in Building Communities”. Taught
by the then President of the University Brother
Ray Fitz and two members of his team, Don
Vermillion and Dick Ferguson, the course
paired students with urban neighborhoods to
complete an asset map and an action plan
for desired improvements.
The entire course was built on the foundation
of servant leadership and the teachings of
Robert K. Greenleaf. We learned by the
example to engage side by side with the
community, not to sweep in and do something
FOR

them.

We

learned

to

facilitate

constructive conversations. We learned that
the key to sustaining change is authentic
relationships. We learned that true leaders
have heart, not necessarily titles.
1
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That course changed my life. A psychology
major with plans to go to law school, I started
shifting my path toward public service. Deep
within,

I

felt

a

call

to

work

to

better

communities. I felt a burden to help close the
gap I perceived between where communities
and organizations could be and where they
are. In every role I’ve held since, servant
leadership has been at the core of my why.
The experience also blessed me with a career
mentor in Don Vermillion. He was the ultimate
servant leader in each and every sense of the
term. A former city manager and county
administrator, Don “retired” and dedicated
the rest of his life to illuminating the path to
public

service

for

students

and

young

professionals. Look around the Dayton region
and it is hard to find a public serving
organization without leaders who were in
some way students or mentees inspired by
Don.
Fast forward a decade or so. I attended one
of Ron’s presentations and the underlying
2
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servant leadership message resonated deeply.
Over the years that followed, Ron & I had
several conversations about the changing
demands of organizational leadership and our
common belief that though the pressure is
growing the answer is still the same.
Your people and your culture will determine
your ability to thrive in spite of the challenges.
When Ron released “4th Dimension Leadership”
in 2017, I found myself immersed in the
compelling challenge he laid out. I filled the
margins of the book with notes, questions and
observations.
When Ron exalted the need for all systems
within an organization to align to build a
servant leader culture, I wrote in the margin
Yes, followed by but do organizations know
how?.
I was blown away, and deeply honored, when
Ron asked if I would consider writing the next
book in the SGR 4th Dimension Leadership
series. A book that would attempt to answer
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many of the questions I wrote in the margins as
I read his book.
I might as well get this confession out of the
way. Ron did not ask me to write this book on
branding
advanced

and

culture

degrees

because

from

a

I

hold

pedigree

marketing or communication program. So if
what you are looking for is pure, unadulterated
branding advice, this is not the book for you.
This is definitively not a marketing book.
If, on the other hand, your primary motivation
is to deepen your commitment to being a
servant leader, and to understand the critical
actions you can take to shape systems within
your organization to instill a servant leadership
culture, read on. If you are called to build
community, both within your organization and
those you serve – read on.
This is not a “you should” book. If you are
looking for why “you should” and you haven’t
read Ron’s 4th Dimension Leadership book yet,
start there.
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Until now the common way to get from “you
should” to action involved hiring a consultant
or bobbling your way through semi-blind with
mixed results.
This book is the next step in the process.
It is built around the same foundation from
Greenleaf that Ron cites in 4th Dimension
Leadership - that the twelve characteristic of
Servant Leadership are:
•

Listening

•

Empathy

•

Healing

•

Nurturing the spirit

•

Building community

•

Awareness

•

Foresight

•

Conceptualization

•

Persuasion

•

Calling

•

Stewardship

•

Commitment to the growth of people
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This is truly a “how to” book. If you come along
with me on this journey, you will be on the path
to building a brand and creating a culture of
authentic servant leadership.
I’m one of you. I believe in this stuff. If only one
organization

can

use

this

roadmap

to

implement a shift toward a servant leadership
culture my mission is accomplished.
I know the impact it will have on hearts of your
team and I am confident that it will shift the
soul of your organization for the good of the
people you serve.
Think of this book as a guide to establishing
your own road map. I will walk you through
figuring out where your journey must begin
and where you’d like it to end. I’ll make sure to
point out critical parts of the path and
potential stumbling points along the way. I’ll
give you some suggestions that might make
the journey more meaningful. I’ll even give you
a heads up about places where you might
encounter a traffic jam or a detour.
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Just like a family road trip, there is one rule. No
asking “are we there yet”. I assure you that
when you get there, and even when you’re on
the right road along the way, you’ll know it.
More importantly, there is no way to estimate
how long this road trip will take. Take your time
and enjoy the journey!
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INSIGHTS FROM RON
When

I

first

began

deeply

studying

organizational culture as part of my research in
writing 4th Dimension Leadership – Radical
Strategies for Creating an Authentic Servant
Leadership Culture, I was honestly surprised at
what

I

learned

interconnectedness

regarding

between

culture

the
and

brand reputation. And the more I learned, the
more I realized how much I did not know. I
discovered that for me (and probably for you)
the entire concept of brand management
was more than a bit of a blind spot when
focusing on creating the type of sustainable
culture we desired.
As a result, I began searching for an expert
who not only understood brand management,
but also understood local government and
authentically bought in to servant leadership
principles. I went in search of someone who
could help fill the critical gap in practical
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understanding of how to successfully manage
your

brand

from

a

culture

perspective

because I knew I did not have that expertise.
I had heard Stacy speak at other conferences,
and as a result asked her to speak at the SGR
Servant Leadership Conference on brand
management. After hearing her speak at the
SGR Servant Leadership Conference, I knew I
had found the right expert and immediately
urged her to do a book on the subject. Stacy
brings the expertise that I (and most of us) lack
in the practical strategies needed to manage
a brand. But she also brings a wealth of
experience

in

media

relations,

crisis

communications, and community relations, as
well as branding and culture.
But most significantly, Stacy has studied,
believes in, and walks the talk of authentic
servant leadership.
The fact that Stacy “gets it” has been
demonstrated in her being tapped repeatedly
to serve in leadership roles with various
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regional, state and national associations and
organizations. Stacy has a national reputation
in local government circles and is clearly a
thought leader when it comes to managing
your brand reputation. I have learned much
from her in the process of assisting her in the
development of this book. I am confident you
also will learn much from her about how to
manage your brand in a way that helps you
create an authentic servant leadership culture
just as I have.
We have been conditioned to equate building
a brand with marketing. But marketing is what
you do to accomplish audience specific goals,
while your brand is who you are (or at least
who others perceive that you are!).
Let that sink in for a moment.
Your brand is your identity… it is how others see
you.
Your brand can be positive or negative,
accurate or inaccurate, but the impact that
your brand has on your success is profound…
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far too important to be left to chance.
Unfortunately,

that

is

exactly

what

most

organizations do – they leave their brand
identity to chance by failing to understand
(and then act upon) the ways they can
positively build their brand.
Behavioral norms create authentic culture,
and your authentic culture determines your
brand reputation.
Culture is simply the behavioral norms of your
employees -- and those behavioral norms
determine how those you serve are treated
each time an interaction occurs.
In the case of local government, a typical
citizen only has a significant interaction with
your organization about once every two years.
Yet every time an employee interacts with
someone you serve, your brand reputation is
being shaped in a way that will define your
brand in the mind of that person for a long
time to come. Each, and every personal
interaction is an “aha moment” which has a
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disproportionate impact on how that person
will define your brand. In doing so, you shape
expectations regarding the type and quality of
services you provide, and then people tend to
demand that their expectations be met.
As the organization becomes conditioned to
meet those expectations (both positive and
negative), behavioral norms are established,
and those norms define the authentic culture
and

brand

identity

of

an

organization

regardless of what posters you have on the
wall claiming it is.
Think about a closed loop… your brand
reputation shapes expectations of those you
serve…which shapes team performance…
which shapes your reputation.
Your brand is shaped most by interaction.
Think about a typical driver’s license bureau
and the last time you went to get your driver’s
license renewed. You likely put it off until the
last minute because you anticipated what a
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negative experience it was going to be.
When you arrived, there was a mass of people
already in an unbelievably slow-moving line,
the design and furnishings of the room felt like
something out of the 1950’s, there were not
enough clerks to handle the number of
people, and the clerks that were there
reminded you of the teacher in Ferris Buehler’s
Day off dripping with slow moving boredom as
he called out “Buehler, Buehler”.
That may or may not be a fair or accurate
reflection of reality, but it is the real brand
reputation that too many drivers’ license
bureaus live with.
In Texas, I am only required to go in person to
get my driver’s license renewed once every 8
years. But my interaction from “the last time”
still shapes my dread of doing it again a full 8
years later! Interaction (positive or negative)
has a profound impact on how we interpret
the brand of organizations we deal with and
once formed, those impressions are hard to
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overcome.
Your brand creates self-fulfilling expectations
of both current and future individuals you
serve.
I worked with one community whose elected
officials value low taxes above all else and are
willing to sacrifice quality of services for the
lowest possible tax rate.
At the same time, I worked with another
community who considered excellence in
both the array of services offered and the
quality of those services to be a priority and
are willing to pay for excellence.
It is not hard to predict, that the type of
residents who move to the first community
tend to tolerate mediocre services, while the
type of residents who move to the second one
expect excellence and are willing to pay for it.
And

predictably,

the

community

with

a

commitment to excellence maintains higher
property values, which drives up home prices
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because demand for a home in the second
community is higher, which means that the
people

who

move

there

expect

quality

services and are willing to pay for it.
In other words, your brand reputation tends to
create more of what you are known for.
Your brand shapes your candidate pools.
This is one of the most often missed aspects of
the importance of brand management.
One city I work with can simply post an ad on
their state municipal league job board and
they will have an overflowing pool of high
quality candidates aspiring to work for them.
An adjacent city which I also work with can
spend

tens

of

thousands

of

dollars

on

recruitment marketing and struggle to have an
acceptable candidate pool. Both cities are
about the same size and complexity and both
pay about the same.
What creates such a profound difference in
the candidate pools?
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Brand reputation.
Your brand doesn’t just determine who wants
to live in your community; it determines who
wants to work for your organization.
A

mediocre

brand

produces

mediocre

candidate pools. Mediocre candidate pools
produce mediocre behavioral norms, which
produces a mediocre performance culture. A
mediocre culture produces mediocre brand
reputation.
It is a vicious circle which can be very difficult
to break out of.
Your brand helps you deal with internet trolls
and political dysfunction.
We are in a new world in which many of the
old rules no longer apply.
A significant problem in discourse and decision
making in communities and organizations
today is the amount of information, and
especially

inaccurate

information

shaping opinions and attitudes.
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In fact, we are drowning in information which
can

create

dramatic

challenges

to

community decision making.
Gloria Origgi in Fast Company magazine has
written

that

“We

are

experiencing

a

fundamental paradigm shift in our relationship
to knowledge from an ‘information age’, we
are moving towards the ‘reputation age’ in
which information will have value only if it is
already filtered, evaluated and commented
on by others.
Seen in this light, reputation has become a
central pillar of collective intelligence today.”
Origgi goes on to say that “The paradigm shift
from the age of information to the age of
reputation must be taken into account when
we try to defend ourselves against fake news
and other misinformation and disinformation
techniques

that

are

proliferating

through

contemporary societies.
What a mature consumer in the digital age
should be competent at is not spotting and
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confirming the veracity of the news.
Rather

she

should

be

competent

at

reconstructing the reputational path of the
piece of information in question, evaluating
the intentions of those who circulated it, and
figuring out the agendas of those authorities
that leant it credibility.“
In other words… your brand reputation will
determine how credible you are.
Your brand reputation will determine the type
and expectations of individuals and businesses
who will move to your community, seek out
your service or purchase your product; their
attitude and expectations once they become
a part of your community; the type of
candidate pools you have to choose from;
and

your

very

credibility

in

your

own

community or organization.
Building your brand must not be a side
function

of

your

Marketing,

Community

Relations or Public Information office.
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If you are to control your destiny in today’s
world, building your brand must be a core
responsibility of the entire organization, but
especially of senior leadership.
This book provides you with a practical
roadmap for building a brand and creating a
culture of authentic servant leadership.
Stacy is going to walk you through the process
of creating a roadmap.
My job is to share some insights along the way.
Throughout you can look for my real world
bumps, bruises and best ideas in boxes just like
this one.
Let’s start the journey!
Ron
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